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A moment of truth: 
why HR leaders must act today to succeed tomorrow
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Two decades ago, few could have 
predicted the impact that technology 
would have on the world of work. 
Equally, keeping pace with the speed 
of technological change has made 
pinpointing future workforce challenges a 
near-impossible task.

However, there are some emergent 
trends and issues that appear certain 
to influence the future landscape for 
talent acquisition and management 
from globalisation and the ageing 
workforce to skills shortages and the 
changing relationship between employers             
and employees. 

Yet new research among senior HR 
professionals suggests that companies’ 
resourcing strategies are failing to 
prepare for these future trends. Too often, 
companies focus on the transactional 
delivery of talent to meet immediate 
needs. Meanwhile, attempts to adopt a 
more strategic and future-proof approach 
are halted by resourcing leaders’ lack of 
influence at boardroom level.

Workforce Horizons reflects on the 
issues and challenges HR and resourcing 
leaders must overcome as they 
attempt to impact the bottom-line 
against a backdrop of macroeconomic, 
organisational and talent challenges 
which are accelerating on an 
unprecedented scale. 

What’s clear is the way that we 
attract, engage and manage talent will 
fundamentally determine the shape 
of tomorrow’s workforce and become 
the driving force behind creating that 
essential competitive edge we’re all 
striving for. Apathy isn’t an option.

A view from the top
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Planning for tomorrow’s challenge

Current thinking on the issues set to influence the future supply and demand of talent can be categorised into five broad themes.
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The ‘dumbbell-shaped’ workforce
As a result of organisational, structural and technological change, the composition of the UK workforce 
is becoming increasingly ‘dumbbell-shaped’. Growing demand for both highly skilled and low-skilled 
workers is projected. However, the number of semi-skilled roles is predicted to decline. This is blocking 
career progression, leading to a glut of people in low-grade jobs, many of them overqualified. The 
limited pool of people in the middle also causes a shortage of skills for advanced-level positions. 
 
There is a continued shortage of qualified candidates with skills in science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics. Meanwhile, forecasts suggest an expected 12 million job openings created by 
people retiring from the workforce by 2022.

All these factors underline the critical importance for businesses to reengineer their talent 
pipelines now. Without action, vacancies for highly skilled roles will become increasingly 
harder to fill and the skills imbalance will intensify.

The rise of the millennial workforce
Younger people are entering the workforce with differing perspectives 
to previous generations about what work means to them and with new 
demands of their employer. This generation tends to covet a work-life 
balance whilst needing to feel fulfilled in, and inspired by their work.  
Organisations must therefore ensure career pathways, rewards 
systems and working practices cater to an increasingly divergent range 
of needs, aspirations and expectations within the workforce.
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The new state of HR
The economic crisis and austerity measures have shifted 
the responsibility for education and skills initiatives from 
public bodies to employers and employees. We are also 
witnessing policy change that is empowering employees in 
both developed and developing countries. 

This shift in thinking about the role of employees – as a 
business asset rather than a resource – is also changing the 
focus of HR initiatives. HR practices based on outmoded 
career assumptions and models won’t allow businesses 
to attract and retain top talent and thus leverage the true 
potential of the workforce. We are likely to see ‘one-size 
fits-all’ talent programmes transform into bespoke and 
personalised schemes for individual employees, to better 
reflect and align to the needs and aspirations of increasingly 
diverse workforces.

Similarly, robust approaches to embedding diversity and 
inclusion must be adopted and embraced now in order for 
organisations to achieve competitive advantage through 
their people. This is fast becoming a commercial imperative. 

The shrewd and self-aware employee
With empowerment comes fresh expectations about what work can offer 
the individual. Talented workers – particularly those in disciplines facing 
skills shortages – know their worth. 

When considering that one in five candidates are actually also customers, 
and that over 75% of candidates say they would discuss a negative 
hiring experience with family and friends - the critical importance for 
organisations to provide an outstanding candidate experience through the 
recruiting process cannot be emphasised enough. 

Talent understands the career options available to them and they are not 
afraid to choose them. These individuals will increasingly look for both 
value and meaning in the work they undertake. And as ‘career consumers’ 
they will build their personal brand by aligning themselves with a diverse 
range of employers and projects. 

A career for life is already a thing of the past – at least for top talent. 
It is therefore becoming essential for organisations to segment their 
workforce in order to develop highly targeted, relevant and authentic 
employee value propositions that resonate with individuals, helping to 
bind them to the organisation. 
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Technology-fuelled transformation
Technology will play an increasingly critical role in enabling effective flexible working practices, creating the environment 
through which employees based outside of the corporate office space can work collaboratively and productively. This 
does not necessarily mean the communal workplace will disappear. Instead, people’s relationship with the traditional 
workplace will change, requiring a shift in how teams are assembled and managed. 

Technology and advancements in analytics are also giving us access to ever-growing amounts of real-time data. Insight 
derived from workforce data will increasingly emerge, HR needs to be bold in embracing this new agenda. Whilst not 
without its challenges, a data-driven HR function that can leverage evidence-based approaches in support of its decision 
making provides a golden opportunity for the HR profession to demonstrate its strategic value to the business.

More broadly, the march of technology will lead to the automation of job roles. As a result, employment opportunities are 
likely to become increasingly more concentrated around knowledge-based and personal-service related areas.  

Listening to the people in the know
Capita Resourcing conducted a broad research 
programme that included a survey of 200 HR / 
resourcing professionals with primary responsibility for 
HR and resourcing decisions within their organisation.

We also interviewed ten senior resourcing 
professionals in sectors including the automotive 
industry, logistics, broadcasting, IT, services, 
engineering consultancy and local government. A 
panel discussion was held with an additional ten 
senior resourcing professionals from sectors including 
financial services, telecommunications, online 
retailing, building materials and local government.   
 
Lastly, interviews were conducted with five HR 
directors across sectors including utilities, business 
services and the public sector. 

We asked respondents to project forward ten years 
and outline what could be the key focuses for 
resourcing professionals. Some consistent themes 
emerged which appear to be indicative of wider trends. 
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Branding and Employee Value Proposition 
(EVP) development
As obvious as it may sound, being clear about what your 
company stands for and how it is positioned against its peers 
is seen as crucial for attracting talent – especially millennials. 
The challenge is to differentiate the employer brand and value 
proposition from competitors through a distinct and compelling 
offering. Some respondents spoke of the need to segment 
the target audience in the jobs market and tailor the EVP to 
maximise appeal to different groups. 

Organisations appear to be taking a number of steps to improve 
their employer brand. The survey showed 43% have adopted 
exit processes, while 41% have introduced employee referral 
schemes. Meanwhile 35% have enhanced the careers section 
of their website. But these are only tactical solutions. Few 
organisations are approaching EVP from a strategic perspective 
– only 18% have developed an employer brand strategy / 
EVP, with just 11% providing leadership training around EVP. 
This suggests that many are facing challenges getting support 
and investment for EVP, largely because it can be hard to 
demonstrate the tangible benefits. This is why measurement of 
the brand is so important.  

A particularly relevant issue emerged in the research: opinions 
are divided on who should be responsible for employer 
branding. Some say it should sit within the HR / resourcing 
function. Others discussed whether it should reside in corporate 
communications / marketing – or sit somewhere between the 
two as a hybrid discipline. 

We have defined our company branding in 
terms of how it relates to our customers.  The 
next bit is to define our EVP.  How do you 
manage this … and your reputation?

I do think we need to learn from marketing 
about how we segment the internal 
workforce or our potential workforce, 
particularly with three different generations 
in the mix.

“

“
”

”
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Flexible working
Only 8% of employers currently offer some 
kind of flexible working contract. Respondents 
estimate this will rise to just 11% by 2025. When 
it is considered that 92% of those surveyed felt 
employers competing on high flexibility will 
define work and HR practices by 2025, it’s clear a 
dramatic shift needs to take place. Flexibility will 
become an important means of differentiation 
for companies.

However, a cultural change needs to take place 
to facilitate flexible working (which is employee 
led) and agile working (which is employer led). 
For example, staff might have to be persuaded 
to accept new ways of working such as hot-
desking, embracing new software, or using 
video conferencing as an alternative to face-to-
face meetings.

Finding the right balance between offering 
flexible working patterns and meeting 
customer needs is a challenge faced by many. 
Being sympathetic to employee needs to the 
detriment of customer service would be a grave 
mistake. Flexible working should benefit staff 
and enable companies to become more agile and 
increasingly able to meet customer needs. 

Increased flexibility needs to be carefully 
managed. The job still needs to be done 
and customer requirements met.

You have to change the focus so that 
the issue is the outputs you need 
from individuals and put performance 
management measures in place to ensure 
you are getting the right things.

“

“

”

”
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Engagement and the Passive Candidate

There was a general consensus that candidates are becoming 
more demanding and discerning. Individuals are looking for 
flexible working, a better work-life balance and opportunities to 
‘CV-build’ with high-profile brands. Organisations must deliver 
on what they promise in this regard, otherwise talented staff will 
take their skills elsewhere.  

With this in mind, the importance of identifying and nurturing 
top talent at an early stage is recognised. The survey found 94% 
of respondents believe it is important for employers to engage 
with the very best talent before a position is even available. 

Technology plays a crucial role here. For some this means 
investing in new application-tracking systems (ATS). But 
ultimately the focus is more on how technology, particularly 
mobile, can improve the communication and engagement 
with talent communities and ultimately enhance the overall 
experience and interaction. 

Many businesses believe social / online media (74%), branded 
mobile apps (49%) and talent communities (45%) will become 
more important for future employee engagement over the 
next ten years. And almost one in four (23%) see specialist 
recruitment agencies becoming more integral in this timeframe. 

Alignment with the business

Many are starting to think about how they can better align their 
HR / resourcing plans to the needs of the business. Of those 
surveyed, 49% see strategic alignment with the business as the 
greatest challenge facing HR and resourcing.

Yet most are only at the early stages of developing their 
workforce planning capability – and none could outline a fully 
articulated strategy for planning and managing workforce needs. 
Surprising, considering that 37% see filling skills gaps to drive the 
business forward as a critical recruitment challenge.  
 
Resourcing professionals are also being thwarted by parts of 
the business not thinking strategically about resourcing. It 
seems some corporate teams / strategic units are not sharing 
key information with resourcing professionals. Meanwhile, 
any discussion of workforce planning needs at board level is 
typically piecemeal. Coherent workforce and talent management 
strategies are lacking.  

If HR is to truly get a seat at the top table, it needs to be able 
to demonstrate how it can influence the bottom line through 
its people-based interventions. To do this it needs to become 
more business savvy and familiar with challenges relating to 
data analytics and business reporting.  Part of HR’s challenge is 
the fact that workforce planning, big data – and wider aspects 
of talent management – are still in their relative infancy as core 
business functions, so they are yet to be fully embraced by many 
corporate teams.  

We must be thinking about how we share information 
with – and encourage applications from – people on 
the move.

We need to look at our capability fit and make sure 
that the capabilities of the business meet the future 
needs of our customers.

“ “
” ”
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Skills Shortages 
More than nine in ten respondents (93%) say they are currently faced with a shortage of talent for advanced-level positions – as well 
as a higher volume of applications for low-grade jobs. And just 12% are extremely confident they have sufficient highly skilled staff 
available to meet their future business needs.

The specific job areas respondents suggest are suffering from skills shortages range from the unsurprising such as IT, engineering, 
finance and social working to some less well known areas such as management / leadership, project management and languages.

There is a huge skills shortage in engineering.  Engineering is not seen as sexy by kids as a career in the UK. We 
need to engage more with young people.

“
”
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Skills supply channels 

The majority of organisations consider ‘early career’ recruitment crucial. Many have developed, or are developing, links with 
universities and colleges to design and sponsor courses that arm people with the right skills.  

Apprenticeships and school-leaver programmes are often over-subscribed, according to respondents. Some companies are even 
targeting primary schools to get children interested in their sector. The challenge is identifying the candidates most likely to fit 
the culture of the organisation.

But a common theme emerged. Without strategies to promote retention, supply-channel initiatives can fail to add long-term 
value to the organisation. Many suggested resourcing needs to extend beyond sourcing and hiring and include on-boarding and 
development.  

The biggest growth area for 
us is increasing the number of 
internships because we are seeing 
increasing success in being able to 
turn those guys into graduates.  I 
think 66% of our internships come 
back as graduates at this stage.

We’ve developed schemes where 
you do a foundation degree as part 
of a programme. The quality of the 
people we’ve seen come through 
has been extremely high.  The 
commitment to the organisation 
is higher and the attrition rate is 
much lower than with graduates.

“

“
”

”

Graduate 
recruitment

Links with 
university

Apprenticeships
Grow 

your own
Targeted 

communications

52% 40% 36% 36% 20%
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We asked respondents to reflect on where they see Big Data featuring in the future of resourcing. 

Big data is seen as a powerful means of shaping decisions. Just 
over half (51%) of respondents believe it will help forecast HR 
capacity and recruitment needs. More than a third (38%) say it 
will help analyse employee attrition and loyalty, while 33% see 
big data aiding employee profiling.

But as often discussed, there are barriers to the opportunity of 
leveraging insight from HR data and analytics. Over a third (36%) 
cited a lack of analytics skills, and 30% identified an overabun-
dance of data. It seems that the HR function is awash with data, 
but is struggling to understand how to use it and how to get 
analytics initiatives off the ground.

Many believe big data will be relied on to highlight people and 
skills issues. The survey showed 38% see the value of big data for 
analysing performance-management factors such as employee 
attrition and loyalty. 

What does big data mean for 
HR and resourcing?3
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Workforce 
planning

56% 20% 16% 16% 4%

Improved working 
with senior managers

Performance 
management

Engagement / 
satisfaction

Innovation

The challenge is understanding which bits are 
relevant and will add value.  You don’t know what you 
don’t know.

If, for example, our data tells us that we’ve had 
20 recruits in this team that have only lasted two 
months, we know there’s a problem.

“

“
”

”
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Based on their responses concerning the future resourcing landscape, we grouped respondents into three categories that broadly 
overlap.   The majority of organisations sit somewhere between the ‘more of the same’ scenario and the ‘holistic solution’. For them, 
resourcing and talent management is primarily a transactional function reacting to the skills needs of the business. 

However, among this group there was a growing awareness that resourcing needs to be commanding a more strategic space within 
the organisation. Workforce planning, the alignment of talent strategies to corporate goals and the ability of HR to demonstrate 
its value in a broader business context all have a role to play here. But people-resourcing issues are often not tabled at senior 
management meetings.

The future4
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 � Brand and EVP/ differentiation 

 � Quality of hire/predictive analytics

 � Values-based recruitment

 � Managing diversity 

 � ATS improvement & time to hire

 � Talent pool building 

 � Engagement-led communication 

 � Targeted social media 

 � Mobile recruitment

 � Flexible working 

 � Using data to inform decision-
making

 � Talent mapping 

 � Talent pooling 

 � Succession planning  

 � Engagement and retention

 � Solutions more closely aligned to 
the business agenda.  Shift away 
from operational to more strategic

 � Workforce planning linked to 
business planning 

 � Better linkages between talent 
acquisition and talent development 

 � Longer term horizons and 
engagement with tomorrow’s 
workforce  

 � Personalisation in both recruitment, 
reward and wider HR

 � The HR function becomes the 
strategic ‘enabler’ of attracting, 
developing, retaining and deploying 
talent 

 � Data and evidence will drive a better 
understanding of workforce trends 
and HR will design interventions to 
fill skills gaps through engagement, 
attraction and development 

 � Personalisation will be supported 
by line managers who will become 
very different ‘agents’ within 
the organisation – supported by 
HR personnel intent on making  
organisations attractive and dynamic 
workplaces

More of the same Holistic solution Strategic enabler

Recruitment is still seen as operational – 
‘we have to fill a vacancy’ – whereas the 
retention and development of talent is seen 
as being strategic.

HR is HR’s own worst enemy.  We are not seen as strategic 
because not all HR professionals understand the business.  
HR strategy is integral to the business strategy.  The 
people / talent agenda has to relate to the business.

“ “

” ”
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Resourcing currently stands at a crossroads. It is slowly, but 
surely moving away from being a purely reactionary and 
transactional function.

Ahead lies a new and exciting landscape. We can expect 
more proactive sourcing of candidates to fill talent pools 
and populate critical talent pipelines. We can also anticipate 
better alignment of resourcing (in terms of both numbers and 
skills) to emerging and strategic business needs. This will all be 
driven by an increase in evidence-based solutions grounded in 
complex analytics.   

But where resourcing sits in this brave new world will be 
determined by the actions the HR profession takes now. 
 
Resourcing leaders that tackle upcoming challenges head on 
will own the space of strategic resourcing. Those that remain 
reactive may be swept aside as the talent agenda gains 
pace. To thrive, resourcing must develop the tools needed to 
recruit more proactively, and the skills needed to operate at a 
strategic level. 

Failure in this respect may well consign resourcing to a future 
of administrative processing – as other business professionals 
jockey for control over the strategic aspects of the function.

Resourcing will soon become a customary boardroom issue 
for companies of all sizes and sectors. And early adopters 
of this c-level approach can expect to enjoy competitive 
advantage. It’s clear that for those serious about securing top 
talent, strategic resourcing is not a question of if, but when.

The road to transformation 5
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Web: www.capitaresourcing.co.uk

Tel: 0207 470 9194

For further information, please contact us:

Email: wearecapitaresourcing@capita.co.uk

http://www.capitaresourcing.co.uk/
mailto:wearecapitaresourcing%40capita.co.uk?subject=Workforce%20Horizons
https://www.linkedin.com/company/capita-managed-services
https://twitter.com/Capita_Res
www.youtube.com/channel/UCClSDV4LvOLeydc9WYMic1w

